
Custom homesto fit your lifestyle



“We don’t just build structures, 
we imagine places where families 
can live and share and dream.”

brian rodrock
president, rodrock homes



Building a home from the 
ground up is about more than 
walls, doors and a roof. It’s 
about creating a place where 
families and memories live 
and flourish. Where each day 
brings a fresh beginning and a 
new opportunity to say, “There 
really is no place like home.”

&come homeDream big



Rodrock Homes builds handcrafted, 
distinctive homes that reflect a carefully 
conceived vision brought to life. Homes 
characterized by uncommon quality 
and thoughtful details. Homes that are 
a retreat at day’s end and a welcoming 
place to gather family and friends for fun 
and celebration. 

The Rodrock Homes Custom Experience 
is about building a one-of-a-kind home 
to enhance your lifestyle. A handpicked 
team of professionals, representing 
Kansas City’s best, is assembled for 

each buyer, including a project manager, 
builder liaison and designer. A talented, 
creative collaborative that turns dreams 
into reality.

Attention to detail and a commitment to 
high standards is just the beginning of 
the Rodrock Homes Custom Experience. 
There’s a passion to make each client’s 
experience extraordinarily unique and 
personal—a concierge approach to 
homebuilding that is intentional and 
built on a foundation of experience and a 
dedication to excellence.



For a private consultation to discuss 
your custom home, call Brian Rodrock or 

Custom Homes Project Manager Tim Suiter 

913-851-0347



Buyers appreciate the high-touch style that is one of Rodrock’s 
signature calling cards. It solidifies the entire Custom 
Experience, bringing full circle the decision to build a home 



with integrity to accommodate a one-size-doesn’t-fit-all lifestyle. 
From homes for raising families and gracious entertaining to 
everyday living, Rodrock ensures a gold standard.



RodrockHomes.com 913-851-0347
Where you want to be.

Rodrock Homes proudly develops communities, and owns 
spectacular home sites throughout the south Kansas City area 
and also builds custom residences on land specifically owned by 
clients. The Custom Experience caters to a variety of buyers with 
a penchant for show-stopping details and a desire to live life well. 
Call us for a private consultation and discover how our industry 
expertise can help facilitate your vision.

Builtto order


